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Letter from the Editor:
By John Ikuma

This issue marks the one-year anniversary of the magazines start. Each issue has been a   major learning experience in 
regards to publishing a bi-monthly magazine touching on the many aspects of our industry and art form. A few initially 
believed the magazine would have no hope in achieving a few issues and would quietly die out with a lack of material 
available. This has turned out to be a false assumption. Having met and talked to many artists in the industry and wit-
nessing their amazing feats of conquering the challenges of making independent films along with the many professional 
studios around the world making stop motion currently I can verify that there is no lack of material. 

One major challenge that we face with making a free industry publication is the lack of funding to continue. We defi-
nitely want to thank all the advertisers for their support. But the magazine has turned into a full time endeavor. So we 
ask humbly that all our readers that haven’t subscribed to the magazine to do so. It’s free and it will help us secure more 
advertising, which will result in more in depth articles and a better quality magazine. 

In August we held the 1st annual Stop Motion Magazine Film Festival. So we wanted to get the inside take on some of 
the animator’s work and lives that participated in the event. In the following pages of this issue you will find interviews 
with Michael Granberry (Animator and builder of “The Snow Princess”), 
Lauren Horoszewski (“The Epiplectic Bicycle”), Harry Chaskin (“Bygone Behemoth”), and Jeff Riley (“Operation: 
Fish”). We hope you enjoy this issue and we look forward to next years Festival in 2011.

Keep Animating

John Ikuma
Executive Editor
Stop Motion Magazine
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Add explosions, eye 
movements, mouth 
shapes and more with 
the Frame Painter tool

Prop your puppets up, 
including fl ying objects 
with ease using the Rig 
Removal tool

Adjust timing live on 
set, copy and paste 
frames with our unique 
thumbnail Editor tool

As used by Aardman 

Animations:

• Wallace and Gromit 

• Pirates (feature fi lm)

• Shaun the Sheep

• Timmy

Free trial - prices from $70 (USD) - upgrades - tutorials and more at: 
wwww.stopmotionpro.com

A complete stop motion solution in one package...
Stop Motion Pro does a lot more than capture frames from a camera to a computer then play them
back in realtime.  For over 10 years we have been building a comprehensive toolset that gives students, 
teachers, independent and professional animators the power to make award winning fi lms.

Imagine the creative possiblities:

And more:
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Stop Motion Marvels: DVD Review
By Pike Baker

Stop Motion Marvels is a wonderful collection of renowned stop motion shorts 
from the early years of cinema along with many classic commercials. What makes 
this collection so great and important is the amount of legendary stop motion films. 
For example, “The Automatic Moving Company” (Romeo Bossetti, 1912) is one 
of the most historically important films in the field. In addition, “Prehistoric Poul-
try” (1917) showcases one of Willis O’Brien’s (the director of “King Kong”) early 
achievements. “Ferda Mravenec” (English: Ferda the Ant) is a wonderful piece 
of animation made by one of the first woman to influence the art form, Hermina 
Tyrlova, in 1944. There is even a George Pal “Puppetoons” short titled “The Sky 
Princess” which is both charming and beautifully made. 

Also included in this Thunderbean Animation DVD are a number of long-lost tele-
vision and theatrical commercials. One of the highlights of the commercial collec-
tion is the “King Kong 411 VW” Commercial animated by David Allen. Though 
we lost David many years ago his work still stands the test of time and is one of the 
most inspiring pieces of his work.

The icing on the cake for this collection is the rare, almost impossible to find, Kinex Studios shorts collection. Covering the 
years 1925 to 1935, the Kinex collection on this DVD is a must-watch. One of the most enjoyable pieces from the Kinex 
shorts is the wonderful “Hector the Pup.”   This delightful animation draws on classic cartoon styles of 2D animation trans-
lated into a stop motion puppet in a real environment. 

Thunderbean Animation has included a 12 page insert that describes each film along with numerous audio commentary tracks 
by Ken Priebe, Bob Baker, Jim Danforth, Mark Caballero, and Seamus Walsh to help guide you through this memorable and 
legendary collection of some of the most historically important stop motion films from early cinema. This DVD is a must or 
your collection and is worth every minute of historical brilliance. You can purchase “Stop Motion Marvels” on Amazon.com 
or go to ThunderbeanAnimation.com to find out more about their other DVD releases.  





The recent release of “The Advanced Art of Stop-Mo-
tion Animation” by Ken Priebe is a welcome one. Ken’s 
updated book is jam-packed with interviews, tutorials, 
and insight into the stop motion world. He starts the 
book off with a thorough history of the art form and 
then gradually progresses through the book using inter-
views with well-known animators and studios, all along 
filling your head with plenty of juicy information about 
puppet making, set building, and animating. 

The fact that Ken wrote this book with the idea of gain-
ing multiple views on the art form gives this book a 
unique perspective. The collected knowledge of many 
gleams from the pages of this tome and serves to make 
the edition a favorite for collectors and stop motion 
enthusiasts alike. 

This book is a great starting off point for those begin-
ning an interest in the art form as well as those who 
want an insider’s view on how things are done. The 
accompanying CD-ROM includes example clips and 
references to education programs and the Stop Motion 
Community. You can purchase a copy through Amazon 
or at your local book store. 

BOOK REVIEW:
by John Ikuma
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Keep StopMotionMagazine Alive
-Subscribe for FREE
-Join our YouTube Channel
-Submit Articles
-Tell your Friends
-Advertise for a Year
-Donate Time or Money
Keep the Magazine FREE!!!



Interview with
Michael Granberry
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SMM: What got you into Stop Motion and how did you learn how to ani-
mate?

Michael: I was taken to a re-release of THE 7TH VOYAGE OF SINBAD 
when I was about ten years old.  Seeing the creations of Ray Harryhausen 
for the first time altered my brain chemistry and from that moment I was 
completely obsessed with stop motion. I scoured every book and magazine 
I could find for information about it and slowly learned how the effects 
were done. 

SMM: How long have you been animating?

Michael: I started making my first Super 8mm stop mo films when I was 
11--the age my mom thought I was old enough to be responsible for a 
movie camera. I made some clay-animated shorts that I screened at my 
school library during lunch. Admission was ten cents and I made exactly 
enough money to buy one roll of film to make my next movie.  

Each film was more elaborate than the last and soon I was combining stop motion with live action (my friends in the 
neighborhood), doing double exposures and hosting screenings in our family’s living room.  Then the video revolution 
came along and it got harder and harder to find Super 8mm film. Eventually, no one in our town even carried it any-
more. About this same time, CGI was emerging as the future of special effects and everyone was saying stop motion 
was dead. So, I turned my attention to theatre, film and voice acting for anime for the next 20-something years. 

Then, in 2004, I started dabbling in animation again, experimenting with Super 8mm before discovering the miracle of 
frame-grabbing software. It was like being handed the best present of your life. Suddenly, I was fully engaged with this 
art form I’d been cut off from for two decades. I started my animation company, Red Hatchet Films, in 2005 and have 
been writing, directing and animating full-time ever since.
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SMM: How big is the space that you animate in?

Michael: I work out of my 538 square foot apartment.  Puppets and 
sets are constructed at work tables set up in the main room. Animation 
stages take up most of the second room, which is also where I sleep. It 
can get pretty cramped when there are big projects going on, especially 
when extra hands are called in to help.

SMM: What kind of equipment do you use?

Michael: I’ve used a both Sony digital handycam and a Panasonic 
DVX100B but have been making the conversion to HD stills using the 
Canon Rebel XS.  I use Dragon Stop Motion software for animating.  

SMM: How many films have you made?

Michael: I’ve completed about 30 projects in the last 5 years under the 
banner of Red Hatchet Films.  During that time I’ve also been super-
fortunate to work at Shadow Machine Films and Space Bass Films--
two studios that have taught and continue to teach me volumes about 
stop motion. The creativity level within the stop mo community is 
intoxicating.

SMM: What were the puppets for the Snow Princess made out of?

Michael: The bodies were built by me using the foam build-up method over aluminum wire armatures and clothed with 
costumes constructed by myself. The heads were sculpted from Sculpey III by fellow artist, Robin Jennings, with ad-
ditional details by Tommy Keiser. 
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SMM: Are there any stop motion films or animators that inspire you?

Michael: All stop motion films and animators inspire me! But there are a few (besides Harryhausen) whose names jump 
to the front: Henry Selick, Jim Danforth, Kihachiro Kawamoto, bolexbrothers, Will Vinton, Mike Jittlov, Nick Park, 
Phil Tippett, Jiri Barta, Doug Beswick, Suzie Templeton, and Dave Allen amongst them. Not to mention the dozens of 
contemporary animation artists I am blessed to work with every day.

SMM: Are you currently working on any projects?

Michael: Right now I’m working on a wicked little piece in conjunction with Morgue Art Films called WON TON 
BABY IN MIDNIGHT SNACK.  It’s a stop motion horror short based on the title character from the live-action fea-
ture, WON TON BABY, directed by the awesomely twisted James Morgart.  It’s a hyper-violent, Tom and Jerry-esque 
type confrontation film between the forces of order and absolute, chaotic evil. 
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SMM: What would be your favorite film that you’ve made?

Michael: The adage is true that films are like your kids and you love them all for different reasons. But a couple, in par-
ticular, really helped move me forward as an animator. My adaptation of H.P. Lovecraft’s FROM BEYOND was really 
embraced by the Lovecraft fan community and won several awards.  It was also my first film to get distribution thru 
Lurker Films as part of the H.P. LOVECRAFT COLLECTION, VOLUME 5: STRANGE AEONS. 

I’m also extremely proud of the opening title sequence for NEVER SLEEP AGAIN: THE ELM STREET LEGACY 
for which we recreated several scenes from A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET in stop motion. Both the film and the 
animation have received wonderful reviews and it will be playing at the SITGES International Film Festival this year. 

Also, I have to mention ADVENTURES WITH THE AMBERSONS, created for Turner Broadcasting’s SuperDeluxe.
com. It was based off my first film, VALLEY OF GWOMBI, which cost about ten dollars to make. AMBERSONS 
eventually became an 8-episode web series that was later nominated for TV Guide’s Best Animated Web Series Award 
in 2008.  Though the style is extremely rough, I learned so much from being given the chance to produce a complete, 
8-episode story arc using an ensemble cast of characters traveling thru time.  
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SMM: Some of your work might be considered freaky and disturbing. It looks as if you are having a lot of fun making 
these films. Are you?

Michael: I have an absolute blast doing what I do. It’s deeply rewarding to submerge oneself in the creative act and see 
what comes out of it. Sometimes the results can be--sure--freaky and disturbing, but it’s important not to be too self-
censoring. You could wind up killing the thing that makes your voice unique.  

SMM: What’s next?

Michael: There are a few projects waiting in the wings, including an adaptation of H.P.  Lovecraft’s THE DOOM 
THAT CAME TO SARNATH, which has been a dream project for a while. Also in development is a new, adult-themed 
version of PINOCCHIO, which will definitely fall into that “freaky and disturbing” category you mentioned earlier…. 
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Interview with
Lauren Horoszewski

The Epiplectic Bicycle



SMM: How did you get your start in Stop Motion?

Lauren: In my undergraduate work, I concentrated in sculpture at the 
University of Connecticut. The program was wonderful and diverse, 
and I really loved making things with my hands and experimenting 
with new materials. I also began mold making and casting which led 
me to explore even more possibilities in sculpture. I returned to the 
University of Connecticut’s Puppet Arts Program for my Master of 
Fine Arts, and found that sculpting characters gave me a new sense of 
creativity. I am trained in traditional stage puppetry, but I discovered 
that stop-motion animation was the perfect combination of my love for 
sculpture and mold making, and my new adoration for puppetry and 
performance. For my thesis project I created a stop-motion animated 
film, and have continued to work in stop-motion since I’ve moved to 
California in June of this year.

SMM: I see you’re a sculptor. What kind of medium do you like to 
work in?

Lauren: I really like to sculpt fine detail, and the more meticulous I 
can be, the happier I am! I’ve used many materials for sculpture, from 
water-based clay, to wood, metal and found objects, but what I have 
come to love the most is oil-based clay. The malleability of the clay 
allows me to be precise and really push my boundaries as to what I 
want my characters to look like. Using oil-based clay then gives me 
the freedom to mold my sculptures and cast them in different types of 
materials, like resin or silicone.
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SMM: What inspired you to make The Epiplectic Bicycle? 

Lauren: Upon entering the three-year Puppet Arts Program, graduate students must start thinking about the type of project 
they want to pursue for their MFA. The Epiplectic Bicycle is a short and unusual tale written by Edward Gorey. I believe 
Gorey’s style lends itself perfectly to stop-motion animation because of the uncharacteristic worlds and strange happen-
ings that occur within his stories. His illustrations have cross-hatched texture and his words are very lyrical. Gorey was 
actually a big fan of puppetry, and produced many performances in which he used hand puppets. He also loved silent 
films, and my adaptation of The Epiplectic Bicycle is made in the style of a silent film. I feel that Gorey’s words are best 
expressed as they were originally written, keeping his language and wit intact.

SMM: What has been the reaction to your film?

Lauren: I have received very wonderful reactions to my film so far, which makes me incredibly happy! The Epiplectic 
Bicycle is my first animated film, and I’m proud of what I was able to achieve without having a film or animation back-
ground. I had a lot of fun making it, and Gorey’s tale is a cult classic, which most audiences have responded to with 
laughter, confusion and sympathy. Viewers have asked to watch it a second time to see if they can make more sense of it 
and draw their own conclusions as to what happens, which is exactly what Gorey would have wanted!

SMM:  How do you prefer to make puppets for Stop Motion?

Lauren: From beginning to end! I really enjoy when I am able to fabricate a puppet from its armature to the finishing 
touches. I have been making wire armatures using a foam build-up method for the body, which I then cover in hand-made 
fabric costumes. Sculpting the head and hands is important to me because these two aspects of a puppet are extremely ex-
pressive. I love to incorporate asymmetry and texture in my artwork, and I prefer to sculpt facial features that are slightly 
crooked or over-sized, and use textured materials, like yarn or fur, for hair. For me, the more tactile the puppet, the more 
believable it is when brought to life through animation.



SMM: Do you have any heroes that inspire you?

Lauren: Well, I’m very sentimental! My parents, Frank and Jody, and my sister Dana, have always encouraged me to 
pursue my passion for art. Without their love and support, I wouldn’t be where I am today. My family is always my big-
gest inspiration!
My heroes in puppetry come from both my childhood and my adult life. I’ve always been a really big fan of Ray Har-
ryhausen and Jim Henson. When I was little, Clash of the Titans and The Dark Crystal were two of my favorite movies, 
and I would watch them all the time. They never got old! When I was young, I didn’t realize that Harryhausen’s crea-
ture effects were stop-motion animation, or how amazingly intricate Henson’s puppets were, I just knew how cool they 
looked! My sister and I still watch these old classics when we go home for holidays, and they’re just as good as they 
were in the ‘80’s!

I also have to mention my professor in the Puppet Arts Program, Bart Roccoberton, Jr. He is the most light-hearted, 
dedicated and enthusiastic man you will ever meet. A brilliant artist and puppeteer, he taught me a lot about myself 
through puppetry, and I was able to find my path in the course of my studies and friendship with him.
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SMM: What kind of setup did you use? (Equipment/Studio space/etc)

Lauren: I was very lucky to be able to create this film as my MFA project in my last year of the Puppet Arts Program. 
This allowed me to have an entire school year dedicated to the film, plus space, equipment, and support. My studio was 
a transformed office space. The room was long and narrow, but perfect for what I needed! I boarded up the window, built 
my set in the room, (because it wouldn’t fit through the door as a complete 4’ x 6’ set), and had a few fans blowing around 
to keep cool under the hot lights! I used a digital still camera and Dragon Stop Motion to help bring my puppets to life.

SMM: Do you have any plans to make more films in the future?

Lauren: Of course! I am always thinking of original ideas to turn into animated works. I keep a little notebook of sketches 
and ideas, which will hopefully one day become moving creations. While I brainstorm for new ideas, I am completely 
enjoying my new career in California as a puppet fabricator and stop-motion animator.

SMM: How long did it take you to make The Epiplectic 
Bicycle?

Lauren: The entire project, from ideas and storyboards 
to finished piece, took me about a year and a half, al-
though it seemed to fly by much faster than that! Puppet 
and set fabrication took about three and a half months 
and I was able to complete animation in approximately 
three months during the fall semester of 2009. During 
the animation and editing processes, I was working long-
distance with a very talented musician, Eric Dienstfrey, 
and the project was completed in March 2010. 
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Harry Chaskin
and the 
Bygone Behemoth



SMM: What’s your background in terms of filmmaking?

Harry: I started playing around with my father’s video cam-
era when I was around 7, doing little claymation tests on the 
kitchen table. The camera could only shoot 8-frame bursts, so 
the animation was really choppy.  When I was 10, my parents 
bought me a Super-8 camera that could shoot single frames, 
and I’ve been hooked ever since.  Eventually, I attended Ca-
lArts and got my degree in film.

SMM: What inspired you to make Bygone Behemoth?  

  
Harry: I’d been thinking a lot about different mediums, consid-
ering the ways in which aesthetic impacts narrative and vice-
versa. I decided that I wanted to make something for which 
the technique of stop motion had thematic resonance beyond 
the scope of the narrative; something that was about being ani-
mated as much as it was about the characters. From that idea, 
the story began to take shape.

SMM: How was the puppet made?
  
Harry: He’s a traditional foam and latex build-up puppet with a 
steel ball-and-socket armature built by John Deall.   I cut foam 
rubber into muscle shapes and built up the body structure.  Fi-
nally, his skin is slush-cast latex from a texture that I sculpted 
in clay.  The extra ‘baggy’ layer of latex skin worked well to 
convey the character’s age. For example, his neck wrinkles in a 
way that it wouldn’t have if I had cast him in foam or silicone.

SMM: How big were your sets?

Harry: About 4x4 feet. I built everything with remov-
able walls so that puppet access would be easier. De-
pending on the angle, I removed whole sections of the 
set.
  
SMM: Where did you animate this film?
  
Harry: CalArts.
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SMM: Did you make all the props?
  
Harry: For the most part, yes.  I wanted everything to have a 1950’s 
aesthetic, so I had to custom make a lot of the props.  The dinosaur’s 
easy chair is scratch built from wood and vinyl, and the kit-kat clock is 
Super Sculpey. Other items I found and then modified.  The bathtub, for 
example, is an antique iron model that I was lucky enough to find at a flea 
market.  It happened to be perfectly scaled to my puppet, so all I had to 
do was sculpt the claw feet and paint it.

SMM: What kind of set up did you use to shoot your film?
Harry: I shot on a DSLR hooked up to a laptop. Some of the camera 
moves were done with a motion-control system, which was a blessing 
and a curse.  I  got some great shots with it, but it was pretty ancient and 
lost its registration quite a bit.  I wanted everything to have a low-key 
noir look, so I lit hard with 1K’s and Tweenies.  The TV scene, how-
ever, was done with  micro-flos and a longer exposure to create the eerie 
glow.

SMM: How many festivals have shown your film?
  
Harry: About a dozen so far, with a few more to come.

SMM: What inspires you?
  
Harry: Too many artists and writers to name.  Good stories told hon-
estly.
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SMM: Are there any projects that you have 
planned for the future? 

Harry: I’m writing and directing a web-series 
which will be released at the end of Octo-
ber (www.project420.tv).  I also have a few 
feature-length screenplays that I’m looking to 
develop.
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Operation: Fish

Jeff Riley Interview



SMM: How did you get started in stop motion?  

Jeff: I first became interested in stop motion when my Mom told me that Tan Tans [creatures from Star Wars] weren’t 
real animals and that it was someone’s job to make them.   I remember thinking then, at age five, “That’s what I want to 
do when I grow up.”  Years later I ended up in school for computer animation, but spent most of my time making little 
stop motion characters and films on the floor of my apartment.   Eventually, I showed those to the right person and got 
an internship on Life with Loopy, a stop motion show on Kablam!

SMM: Where did the idea for Operation: Fish come from?  

Jeff: I thought that the juxtaposition of live-action goldfish with a stop motion character would be very interesting visu-
ally. From there I took some characters I had been doodling and put together the story that became Operation: Fish.
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SMM: How long did the production take?  

Jeff: The production took about 10 years to complete.  The first few years I started over several times, so the final ver-
sion of the film took about 5 years to shoot and complete.  Operation: Fish was a project that I worked on between jobs 
and at night, so there were some long breaks during which the film would lie dormant for months at a time. 

SMM: What are the puppets made out of and who made them?  

Jeff: The puppets were made using build-up techniques.  The characters were made from different foams and the heads 
were generally made out of Sculpey.  All the main characters had ball-and-socket armatures constructed by Jeanie 
McIvor and Annie Maloney.  The first few puppets were painted by Nelson Lowry.  I painted the last few with some ad-
ditional help from Cynthia Star.   
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SMM: How big were your sets?  

Jeff: The biggest set was about 20’ by 8’.  Jessie Geisheker and Laurie Olson painted the sets.

SMM: Where did you shoot your film?  

Jeff: Most of the film was shot at Laika (then Will Vinton Studios).  It was a time when there wasn’t much stop motion 
happening, so I was able to use some of their space and equipment.  Eventually they got busy and needed the space 
back. Luckily, I was able to do the last few shots and all the post-production at Bent Image Lab, another one of Port-
land’s great stop motion studios.  

SMM: Did you find anything challenging in making the film?  

Jeff: The biggest challenge in making the film was staying motivated as the years went by.  Originally, I thought that 
I could shoot everything in 6 months and finish the film within a year.  It was also very difficult to arrange favors in 
order to complete the post-production, in addition to putting everything on hold while saving money to pay for the next 
phases of production.  
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SMM: Are there any special moments in making the film that you remember?  

Jeff: All of the time.  The effort and talent that people contributed to Operation: Fish really made the process of making 
the film a special experience. I’ll always be grateful and touched by the support that the crew gave to Operation: Fish.  
I had some great collaborative moments with all three of the Directors of Photography: Mark Eifert, Bryan Garver and 
Jeff Gardner.  All three of them were very dedicated to the film and spent endless hours working on it.  The film could 
not have been made without their hard work.  Another special collaboration was working with Tom Barber who com-
posed the soundtrack. Watching Tom belt out the main theme on his trumpet was a real thrill.  Chip Sloan spent months 
perfecting the sound effects for Operation: Fish.  It was always exciting to see him make the animation look so much 
better with his unique audio choices.

SMM: What kind of camera and lenses did you use and did you use frame preview software?  

Jeff: I used a 35mm Mitchell camera to shoot the film.  We used all kinds of Nikon lenses; from 14mm wide-angle 
lenses to 200mm for the long shots.  I used a Lunchbox frame grabber for frame previewing.
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In The Shadows Of Light

Help Fund the Stop Motion Documentary
About the L.A. StopMo Underground
and get your Name in the Credits!!!
www.indiegogo.com/in-the-shadows-of-light



Tutorial: Threaded Tie-Down Rods
The use of tie-downs is a must in the world of puppet and clay animation. There are many techniques world wide. 
Some consist of magnets, push pins, nails, sticky adhesive two sided tape, but in the US animators mainly use threaded 
nuts in the feet and threaded rods for attaching the puppet securely to the set. This has proven to be a very effective and 
useful technique. If you decide to go this route you should take some factors into consideration. First you will need to 
have both matching sizes nuts and threaded rods. Second you will need to make sure your puppets armature design is 
strong in the ankles. If your puppet has weak ankles it will surely fall over by it’s own weight. This may not be true 
with small puppets or light weight puppets though. 

 What you will need:
Wood Dowels or broom stick

Threaded Rod
Wing nuts

Strong glue or JB Weld
A Drill

Dremel or Cutoff Wheel
Puppet with nut’s in feet for the tie-down rod

Step 1:
Cut your Dowel or Broom Stick into equal 
sizes that fit securely in one hand. You will 
need to of these.

by John Ikuma



Step 2:
Drill in the center of one end a whole the same size as the threaded 
rod. The rod should be able to fit securely in the whole with very 
little movement.

Step 3: Using a Dremel or Cut-Off Wheel you will cut the threaded 
rod into two pieces about a foot and a half in length. You can go 
smaller or larger with the rods size depending on your needs.

Step 4: Place either a strong glue or JB Weld in to the hole of the 
wood dowel and insert your threaded rod. Let the rod sit for the 
necessary length of time for the glue to cure. You can also add some 
Propoxy at the connection of the Rod and Dowel to make the joining 
point even stronger. You should also attach your wing nuts at the end 
of the rod.



Step 5: Once your rods are made you should check the fitting of 
the rods to the puppets feet. This is necessary and if you have a bad 
connection you may need to clean the bolt or sand the end of the 
rod to insure a smooth connection.

Step 6: Drill a whole in your set slightly larger then the rods size and 
insert the rod through the hole from underneath the table. Connect 
the puppets foot to the tie-down and use the wing nut tighten the con-
nection to the puppet, set, and rod.

Step 7: Start animating and have fun. Practice walk cycles, karate 
kicks, and anything else you can imagine. Don’t forget to post your 
videos on the internet for everyone to see your animation master 
pieces. 
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